...but understand that you are never alone even though you might be flying solo in the disco,

know that you can always close your eyes and feel the beat, feel your feet moving

in rhythm with everyone else,

there is a home for you, a place where you belong

- Kealoha
Tonight, I want you to think about your life
and tomorrow, go out and live it...

- Kealoha
..reaching deep into the depths of the soil, it is our roots submerged beneath the surface of the sea,

it is our current and we’ve heard it all along the way

heard the faint bass of its heart beats pulsing

heard the chorus of its chants echoing in the distance it is in the stories that we tell

- Kealoha
we are a collective of notes in the jazz scale of humanity united through the song of our breath
and though we speak in different tongues,
we dream the same dreams
connected through our collective experience,
so come out from your shelters, my children
feel the warmth of the sun,
the time to listen to each other has just begun

- Kealoha
we come from one great big `ohana of calabash cousin galaxies

one bombucha extended famileh of stahs and planets and moons and meteors and
asteriods and comets and black holes scattered throughout da universs

you see dis’...

dis is what we come from

we come from one great big universal family...

- Kealoha